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About MeisterNote

User Guide

MeisterNote is an online documentation tool that helps teams create and
organize beautiful content collaboratively. This superbly-designed addition
to the MeisterSuite boasts a sublime feature set that can greatly improve
communication, organization and productivity in your company.

MeisterNote is an online tool that runs in any standard web browser. The
tool only functions in “Viewer” mode on mobile devices at the present
time. Fully-functioned desktop and mobile apps are planned for release in
the near future.

As an individual user, you can use MeisterNote to create beautiful
notes and organize them digitally. As an organization, you can utilize
MeisterNote’s collaborative capabilities to make the tool your goto solution for knowledge bases, meeting management, internal
communication, project documentation and much, much more.
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1. Getting Started
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Dashboard:
The dashboard is your “home screen” in MeisterNote and where you can find a listing of all
the workspaces you are part of. You can also access “favorite” workspaces, recently-accessed
workspaces and deleted workspaces from this interface.

Workspaces:
Workspaces are where your notes are stored. You can keep notes in your personal workspace
(visible only to you) or in a shared workspace, which is visible to everyone who has access to
that workspace.

Notes:
Notes are the files that you make in MeisterNote. They are populated using content blocks.

Content blocks:
You can choose content block styles based on what type of content you want to create. In
addition to basic formatting options, content blocks can also be file attachments, images, code
snippets, or integrations with other tools in the MeisterSuite.

Integrations:
Integrations allow different types of software to work together. MeisterNote is part of the
Meister Suite, a product family designed to facilitate end-to-end workflow management for
users around the world. MeisterNote integrates with both MeisterTask and MindMeister to help
you get the most benefit from our entire product range.
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2. The Dashboard
1. Create a Workspace
Create a new workspace to store your notes. You’ll be asked
to give your workspace a name and description, as well as to
set appearance and sharing preferences. The newly-created
workspace will then appear on your dashboard.
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2. Manage Workspace Settings
Providing you have admin permissions, you can change
workspace settings at any time. You can also nominate other
users to be workspace admins, which allows them to do the same.
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2. The Dashboard
3. Workspace Views
Change how your workspaces are displayed on the dashboard. “List”
displays the workspaces you are part of in a linear view, whereas
card view creates tiles with quick information about each workspace
on your dashboard.
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4. Workspace Groups
Workspaces can be grouped, for example if multiple workspaces
are part of a larger project. This allows you to keep your dashboard
organized and apply permission settings to multiple workspaces at
the same time.
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2. The Dashboard
5. Favorites
Set favorite workspaces in order to find them easily on the
dashboard. Your favorite workspaces will be listed in a separate
section on the dashboard so that you can find them easily.
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6. Bin
Delete workspaces by moving them to the bin. They will be stored
here for 30 days before being deleted permanently.
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3. Inside Your Workspaces

1. Left Sidebar

The left sidebar provides an overview of your currentlyselected workspace and the notes within it. From here, you
can easily create new notes and sub-notes, as well as access
the search function. Click on the workspace’s name to open
the workspace switcher and navigate to a different workspace
easily.

2. Right Sidebar

The right sidebar offers options for both your note and your
MeisterNote account. Click your user avatar to change your
MeisterNote preferences or to view account settings. Select
the revision history button to see the saved revisions of your
note, or the task button to see a list of the tasks included in
your note. The (i) button shows you basic information about
your note, while the more (…) button offers quick options, such
as creating a new note or deleting the current one. The final
three buttons allow you to present, print and export your note.
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3. Inside Your Workspaces
3. Header Buttons

Use the buttons in the header to set a note cover image, set a
note icon, or to change the name of your note.

4. Note Editor

This is where the content of your note goes. Your first content
block is created for you automatically. When you are ready to add
content to your note, you can begin writing in plain text, or hit the
forward slash (/) key to add special types of content blocks.
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4. Notes
1. Create a New Note

Your first note is created for you automatically in your personal
workspace. To create a new note in a workspace, click the (+)
in the left sidebar. Alternatively, click the ellipsis (...) next to the
workspace, then New Note. To create a new sub-note, click (...)
next to any note, then New Note to create a sub-note below the
current one.

2. Move a Note

You can drag and drop notes to new positions on the list. You can
also change note hierarchy in this way: drop a note onto a different
note to set it as a sub-note. Drop a sub-note onto the “Notes”
header to convert it to a main note. To move notes between
workspaces, click on the ellipsis (...) next to the note, then Move
Note, then select a new workspace from the list.
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4. Notes
3. Delete or Archive a Note

Deleting notes sends them to the bin. They will be stored here for
30 days before being deleted permanently. Archiving notes removes
them from your workspace view, but allows you to access them at
any time. To delete or archive a note, click on the ellipsis (...) next to
the note, then select Archive/Move to bin, depending on what you
want to do.

4. Restore a Note

You can restore archived notes at any time, or deleted notes for up
to 30 days after they are moved to the bin. Select the archive or the
bin by clicking the arrow next to “Notes” in the left side bar. Click on
the ellipsis (...) next to the note, then select Restore to move it back
to your workspace.
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4. Notes
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5. Create a Template

Use templates to create new notes in a predefined format. Any
template you create in a workspace is available to everyone
with access. To create a template, either click the (+) next to
“Templates” in the left sidebar, or hover over an existing note and
click the ellipsis (...), followed by “Save as Template.” To create a
new note from a template, hover over your template’s name, click
the ellipsis button, and select “New Note from Template.”
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4. Notes
6. Customize Your Note

You can customize your note with a cover image. Click add/change
cover to upload your own or search Unsplash for the perfect picture.
Setting a note icon (add/change icon button) helps you recognize
what the note is about. It is also displayed in the left sidebar. In the
header, you can also change your note title. This is what your note
is called and the name under which your note will be saved in your
workspaces.

7. Find an Existing Note

Your notes, as well as the notes that have been shared with you,
are visible from the left sidebar of the workspace they belong to. If
you can’t find the note you are looking for, you can use the search
tool to find it. Click the magnifying glass icon at the top of the left
sidebar, then type in a keyword from your note’s title or its content.
You will then be able to locate the note in the search results.
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5. Content Blocks
1. Create Content Blocks

Typing in your note will create a text content block automatically.
For different styles, hit the forward slash (/) key to open the block
list, or click the block add button (+) and select the name of your
current block type to open it. Once you are finished with one
content block, you can create another one by pressing enter. The
new content block will be created underneath the existing one.

2. Edit Content Blocks

To change the text content of a block, click on the block and edit the
content directly. To change the content block style, hover over the
block and click the block grip button ( ). Then, select the name of
your current block type and choose a new one from the list. To change
multiple content block styles at once, highlight text across the blocks
you wish to change, then select a new style from the context menu.
Note: MeisterNote includes a spell-checker function. You can activate
the spellchecker from the preferences menu.
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5. Content Blocks
3. Drag & Drop Content Blocks

You can easily move content blocks to different places within your
note. To move a content block, hover over the block you want
to move, click and hold the block grip button ( ), then drag your
content block and release it in the new position.

4. Delete Content Blocks

To remove a block from your note, delete all its content, then press
delete again. Alternatively, click the block grip button ( ), then
Delete Block.
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5. Content Blocks
The types of content block are as follows:
Text
Adds plain text to your note.
To-do List
Creates a checklist of items (you can toggle between “done” and “to-do” by clicking on the icons next to each list item.
Headings
Formats the text as titles, subtitles or subsection titles.
Page
Embeds a sub-page inside the current note.“
Bullet List
Starts a bullet-point list of items. Hit enter to create a new bullet point.
Numbered List
Starts a numbered list of items. Hit enter to move to the next number in the list.
File
Adds a file (image, video, sound) into your note. You can also paste images straight into your note from the clipboard.
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5. Content Blocks
The types of content block are as follows:
Code
Creates a formatted code block (click on None in the top right corner of this block to select a language for your code).
Infobox
Creates a textbox formatted in blue with an (i) icon.
Quote
Creates a textbox formatted in blue with a quote icon.
Tip
Creates a textbox formatted in gray with a lightbulb icon.
Warning
Creates a textbox formatted in yellow with a warning triangle icon.
Mind Map
Inserts a mind map from MindMeister into the note. See “Integrations” for more details.
Add Tasks
Creates or links a task in MeisterTask directly from the note. See “Integrations” for more details.
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6. Integrations
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MindMeister Integration
MindMeister is an online tool for creating
beautiful, intuitive mind maps. Once you
have created a mind map in MindMeister,
you can add it to your note with a simple
command. You’ll need to be logged in to
both MindMeister and MeisterNote (with
the same account) in order to use this
integration.
First, create a new content block and set
Mind Map as the block type. After that,
simply select your chosen mind map from
the list provided and click Select Map to
insert it into the note.
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6. Integrations
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MeisterTask Integration
MeisterTask is an intuitive online task
manager that uses smart integrations
and task automations to make your team
more productive. You can create new tasks
directly in MeisterTask from MeisterNote,
or create links to existing tasks within
your notes. You’ll need to be logged in to
both MeisterTask and MeisterNote (with
the same account) in order to use this
integration.
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6. Integrations
1. Create a Task from MeisterNote

Select Add Task from the Add Block menu. Then, type the name
of your task into the box provided. You will then be asked to select
a project, section and assignee for your task. Once you have done
this, a block for the task will appear in your note and a task will
appear in the relevant project and section in MeisterTask itself.

2. Link a Task

To add a block that links to an existing MeisterTask task, select Add
Task from the Add Block menu. Search for the task you wish to link
to by entering its name into the box and click on the relevant search
result. A block for the task will then appear in the note.
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6. Integrations
3. Convert Blocks to Tasks

Hover over the block you wish to convert into a task, then click the
task icon (a tick in a circle) on the right-hand side. You will then be
asked to enter a name and select a project, section and assignee
for your task. Once you have done this, the avatar of the assignee
will appear next to the block and a task will appear in the relevant
project and section in MeisterTask itself.

4. Convert Text to Tasks

Highlight the text you wish to convert into a task, then click the
task icon (a tick in a circle) from the context menu that appears.
You will then be asked to enter a name and select a project, section
and assignee for your task. Once you have done this, the avatar
of the assignee will appear next to the text (the text will also be
underlined) and a task will appear in the relevant project and section
in MeisterTask itself.
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7. Embeds
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Media embeds in MeisterNote allow you
to insert videos, songs, collaborative
documents and other “live content”
from over 20 providers. This feature is
different to file attachments (documents
from your local storage). Media embeds
can be added to your note using the
Embed content block type. Hover over
the desired location in your note, then
click the (+) to open the Add Block menu.
Select „Embed“ as the content block
type, and insert the sharable link from the
provider. The content will appear and be
updated automatically.
Currently, MeisterNote supports media
embeds from the following providers:
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8. Comments and Mentions
1. Create a Block Comment

To create a comment on an entire content
block, hover over the block and click the
comment icon on the right-hand side. Type
your comment into the block, then press
enter or click the arrow button to confirm.

2. Create a Text Comment

If you wish to leave a comment on a
specific part of a content block, highlight
the text you wish to comment on and click
the comment icon in the context menu
above the highlighted section. Type your
comment into the block, then press enter
or click the arrow button to confirm.
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3. View Discussions

Comments are grouped into discussion
threads so that you can read them like a
conversation on a specific topic. Clicking
the comment icon will show you a list of
open discussions. A discussion is a series
of comments that are grouped around a
single point.
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8. Comments and Mentions
4. Add Comments to Discussions
You can either enter a submit your
comment inside an existing discussion
or start a new discussion by entering a
comment into the box underneath the
list of discussions. The first comment on
a block or text segment creates a new
discussion automatically.

5. Resolve Comments/ Discussions
When you are happy that a discussion is
finished or that a comment is no longer
needed, you can resolve the discussion or
comment by opening it and then clicking
Resolve.
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6. Mentions

You can mention other people who have
access to the workspace you are in by
hitting the @ key then selecting their name
from the list that appears. Mentioning a
person instantly sends them a notification.
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9. Version History
1. Access Version History

You can track changes to your notes over a
7-day (MeisterNote Basic), 30-day (Pro) or
unlimited (Business) timeframe. Click the
history button (the clock icon) in the right
sidebar to see recent versions and their
authors. Select a version to see changes
made within the given timeframe.
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2. Show/Hide Changes

To show or hide highlights to changes in
your note, toggle the switcher in the topright corner of the screen. To exit, either
click the (x) button in the top left of the
screen, or click the clock icon in the right
sidebar again.

3. Revert to Previous Versions

Currently, MeisterNote does not support
the restoration of previous note versions.
This is planned for a future release.
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10. Notifications
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Notifications appear on the “bell” icon in
the top-right of your screen. You receive
notifications if someone does something
that relates to you or one of the notes or
workspaces you are involved in.
You can enable/disable notifications by
clicking your user avatar in the top-right
corner of the screen, then accessing the
preferences menu.
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11. Apps
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Currently, the MeisterNote only functions in
“Viewer” mode on mobile devices, meaning
that you will be able to read your notes but
not edit them.

Happy Writing!
We hope this guide helped you learn more
about MeisterNote. We’re always working
on adding new features to the tool, as well
as improving the ones we currently have. If
you need any further information, or if you
have a question that wasn’t covered in this
user guide, don’t hesitate to reach out to us
via email.
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